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About four decades ago it was observed that the teeth of Nean-
derthal man, though variable, had rather large pulp cavities. As 
it was assurned that the enlargement of the pulp chambers did 
not occur in the Anthropoid apes and in modern man, this feature 
was considered to be a specialization peculiar to Homo primige-
nius. It was then concluded that on account of this specialization 
and other considerations Neanderthal man could not represent a 
stage in the evolution of Homo sapiens, as it was till then 
assumed. Sir Arthur Keith, the eminent British anthropolog-
ist to whom our science owes much, was at first not in favor 
of this view, but subsequently fully adopted it. Sir Arthur Keith 
proposed the term cynodontism for the condition of the molars 
where the pulp chamber was small. He designated the opposite 
condition where the pulp chambers were enlarged at the expense 
of the roots and were deeply embedded in the dental alveoli, 
taurodontism. 

For a long time thereafter most of the authorities were in 
agreement that taurodontism was a specialization and hence, ac-
cording to them, the fossil hominids exhibiting this condition 
could not stand on the line of evolution of Homo sapiens. 
However, notably after the discovery of Peking Man (Sinanthropus 
pekinensis Black), displaying taurodontism in a moderate degree, 
opposite views were also expressed by the late Davidson 

This report was read in the Third International Congress of Anthrop-

ological and Ethnological Sciences held in Brussels, Belgium, between August 

15 and 23 rd, 1948. In the Present paper some additions have been made to the 
footnotes. 
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LEVHA I 
~ekillerin izah! 

( Resimler biraz küçültülmü~tür ) 
~ekil 1 — Kaledoru~u (Samsun) No. 1. Ça~ : Bak~r. 
~ekil 2 — Alaca Höyük Na. VIIL Ça~ : Bak~r. 
~ekil 3 — Ma~at Höyük Na. 7. Ca~: Bak~r. 
~ekil 4 — Alaca Höyük No. 2. Ça~ : Bak~r. 
~ekil 5 — Ma~at Höyük No. 3. Ça~: Bak~r. 
~ekil 6 — Ali~ar Höyük No. bX .37. 	: Hitit imparatorlu~u. 
~ekil 7 — Ali~ar Höyük No. bX 35. Ça~ : Hitit Imparatorlu~u. 
~ekil 8 — Ali~ar Höyük No. bX 43. Ça~~ : Hitit Imparatorlu~u. 
~ekil 9 — Pazarl~~ Na. p. XL Ça~ : Post - Hitit -Frig. 
~ekil 10 — Ali~ar Höyük No. cX. 7. Ça~ : Post- Hitit. Frig. 
~ekil 11 — Karao~lan No. V. Ça~ : Post. Hitit- Frig. 
~ekil 12 — Ali~ar Höyük No. dX 20. Ça~ : Met -Pers- Hellenistik. 
~ekil 1.3 — Pazarl~~ No. p. t. s. V. Ça~ : Met- Pers- Hellenistik.? 
~ekil 14 — Pazarl~~ No. p. t. XIIL Ça~~ : Met - Pers- Hellenistik.? 
~ekil 15 — Ali~ar Höyük Na. dX 13. Ça~ : Roma- Bizans. 
~ekil 16 — Ali~ar Höyük No. dX 1. Ça~ : Roma- Bizans. 
~ekil 17 — Aliso,- Höyük No. dX 6. Ça~ : Roma- Bizans. 
~ekil 18 — Ali~ar Höyük Na. bX 65. Ça~~ Türk. 
~ekil 19 — Ali~ar Höyük No. bX 56. Ça~ : Türk. 

(Taurodontism hem dolichokephal ve hem de brachykephallerde mevcuttur. 
Irk ve cins meseleleri gelecek raporumda münaka~a edilecektir). 

PLATE I 

Explanation of the Figures 

( Figures are slightly reduced ) 

Fig. 1 — Kaledoru~u ( Samsun ) No. 1. Period: Copper. 
Fig,. 2 — Alaca Höyük No. VI!!. Period: Copper. 
Fig. .3 — Masal Höyük No. 7. Period: Copper. 

Fig. 4 — Alaca Aöyük No. 2. Period: Copper. 
Fig. 5 — Ma~at Höyük No. .3. Period Copper. 
Fig. 6 — Ali~ar Höyük No. b X 32. Period: Hittite Empires. 
Fig. 7 — Ali~ar Höyük No. b X 35. Period: Hittite Empires. 
Fig. 8 — Ali~ar Höyük No. b X 43. Period: Hittite Empires. 
Fig. 9 — Pazarl~~ No. p. Xl. Period: Post Hittite- Phrygian, 
Fig. 10 — Ali~ar Höyük No. c X 7. Period: Post- Hittite- Phrygion. 
Fig. 11 — Karao~lan Na. V. Period Post - Hittite- Phrygian. 
Fig. 12 — Ali~ar Höyük No. d X 20. Period: Med°. Persian- Hellenistic. 
Fig. 13 — Pazarl~~ Na. p. t. s. V. Period: Medo-Persian-Hellenistic.? 
Fig. 14 — Pazarl~~ Na. p. t. XIIL Period: Medo-Persian-Hellenistic.? 
Fig. 15 — Ali~ar Höyük Na. dX 1.3. Period: Roman-Byzantine. 
Fig. 16 — Ali~ar Höyük No. dX L Period: Roman-Byzantine. 
Fig. 17 — Ali~ar Höyük No. dX 6. Period: Roman-Byzantine. 
Pig. 18 — Ali~ar Höyük Na. bX 65. Period: Turkish. 
Fig. 19 — Ali~ar Höyük Na. bX 56. Period: Turkish 

(Taurodontism occurs in both the dolichocephals and brachycephals. 
Questions of race and sez will be discussed in my coming report). 
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Black ( 1927 ) and Franz Weidenreich ( 1937 ). In other words, 

about a decade ago there were two opposing schools of thought 

in this regard. One school of thought, led by P. Adloff and Sir 

Arthur Keith, assumed that taurodontism was a specialized feature 

and that the fossil hominids possessing this feature could not 

stand on the line of descent of Homo sapiens. The other school 

of thought, led by D. Black (1927), J. C. M. Shaw (1928) and F. 

Weidenreich (1937), regarded it as a primitive hominid feature 

and admitted the taurodont fossil hominids into the line of evolu-

tion of Homo sapiens. 

However, in spite of the opposing views expressed on the 

significance of taurodontism, nobody had yet studied the pulp 

chambers of a sufficient series of infrahuman primates. In view of 

this need, I decided to study the teeth of Primates by means of 

the x - rays. In this first study, the molars of 90 Primates, mostly 

infrahuman and some human, were x-rayed 2  and the results of 

this investigation were published in 1939 (~enyürek, 1939). In this 

study it was demonstrated that, contrary to the previous claims, 

taurodontism occured quite frequently in some Anthropoid .genera 

and was of common occurence in some Platyrrhine monkeys. 

Furthermore, evidence was brought forward to demonstrate that a 

moderate degree of .taurodontism was characteristic of primitive 

hominids in general and that Homo sapiens was derived from 

a moderately taurodont ancestor. 

At a later date, while studying their crania, I noticed that 

some molars of the ancient inhabitants of Anatolia had relati-

vely large bodies, indicating an enlargement of the pulp 

cavities and I decided to have them x-rayed 3 . Altogether, in 

three installments 4 , the lower molars of 108 ancient Anatoli- 

2  During the course of a second visit to U. S. A. in 19464947 the molars 

of some more infrahuman primates were x-rayed in the America]] Museum of 

Natural History and the U. S. National Museum and they will be published in 

a future report together with the previous material x-rayed at Harvard. 

3  A taurodont tooth from Masat büyük (~enyürek, 1946) and the teeth of 

a cynodont individual frbm Karahöyük (~enyürek, 1949) have already been pub-

lished. This tooth from Masat büyük is reprinted bere (fig. 5). 

4  The teeth were x-rayed in 1945, 1946 and '.948, the x-raying of the last 

installment having been only recently completed. In this connection, 1 wish to 
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ans 5, coming from various sites and ranging from the Chalcolithic 
period to the end of the Ottoman settlement at Ali~ar höyük U  have 
been x-rayed. This series, consisting mostly of permanent molars 
and some milk molars, represents almost al] of the available 
ancient mandibles, with the only exception of a few new arri-
vals 7, preserved in the Department of Anthropology of the 
University of Ankara. A fiili report on this material is in pre-
paration and all the pertinent questions will be discussed in 
detail in this coming paper, which will also contain the skiagrams 
of all the teeth x-rayed. In this preliminary report we shall con-
fine ourselves to the statement of the general results of this 
investigation together with a brief survey of taurodontism in the 
species Homo saMens. A number of skiagrams have been appen-
ded to this report (Plate I) which, I hope, will give a sufficient 
idea to the reader regarding the nature of the pulp chambers in 
the ancient inhabitants of Anatolia. 

It is found that the size of the pulp chamber, in general, 
diminishes from the immature towards the old and worn teeth 
(See the plate). That is, during the life of a molar the size of its 
pulp chamber progressively diminishes. Courtney -Lyne (1916) 
attributes this process to age, while T. D. Campbell (1925) attri-
butes it to the progress of attrition. The fact that during the 
ilk of a molar the size of its pulp chamber progressively dimi-
nishes must be taken into consideration in comparing the pulp 
cavity of one molar with that of another, as the comparison of 
an immature tooth with a mature one may give a totally erro-
neous notion. It may also be pointed out here that among the 
developing immature teeth also there is some variation in the size 
of the pulp cavitv (Compare figures 1 and 2), as there is in the ma- 

express ~ny thanks to the .,d~ninstration of the Dil ve Tarih-Co~rafya Faculty 
of the University of Ankara for their aid and to Professor Dr. Efdal A

~ar 
and Dr. Celal Maral for taking the x-rays with care. 

5  In addition there are two nutnberless lower jaws of doubtful provenance. 

That is, roughly from the latter part of 4th millenium B. C. to 18 th. 
C,  ~~ tury A. D. 

7  When these hoca were written only some fragmentary crania from 
Yii ~nütepe had come. Since then, however, inore material from Göziiikule and 
Kültepe have arrived. 
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ture teeth of comparable ages. As I pointed out before (~enyürek 

1939), a tooth that is going to be taurodont starts with a larger pulp 

chamber than the one that will develop into a cynodont tooth. The 

question of the reduction in size of the pulp cavity during the 

lif e of a tooth will be discussed in detail in the coming report. 

It is also noted that in general the size of the pulp chamber 

progressively increases from the first to the third lower molar 

(See the plate ). Therefore, in comparing the sizes of the pulp 

cavities of various individuals with one another, only the teeth 

having same number in the molar series should be compared with 

each other ; viz., first lower molar with the first lower molar etc. 

Among the ancient inhabitants of Anatolia both the cynodont 

and taurodont individuals are found. While, on the whole, the ma-

jority of the teeth are cynodont, stili a large proportion of them 

display taurodontism. In the plate appended both the cynodont 

and taurodont teeth are shown, and the reader should con~pare 

them with each other. It is found that the taurodontism occuring 

in the ancient inhabitants of Anatolia is of a moderate degree, 

the size of the roomy pulp chamber of an immature individual 

shown in fig. 9 being about the largest. 
We may now briefly survey the occurence of taurodontism 

in the species Homo sapiens, recent and fossil. G. S. Miller 

in 1918 had shown the occurence of taurodontism amongst the 

American Indians and the ancient Egyptians. I, too, observed its 

occurence in some individuals of these peoples and in addition 

in some ancient Icelanders, representing the medieval Europeans 

(See ~enyürek, 1939). J. C. M. Shaw (1928-1931) also has shown 

that taurodontism occurs in about 30 0/0 of some South African 

natives. It is also found in the skulls unearthed at Mapungubwe 

in 	South Af rica ( Fouch, 1937, editor ) . The examples cited 

will suffice to show that outside of modern Europe traces of 

taurodontism are stili found. Indeed, it is of quite frequent occu-

rence in some peoples. 

As for the fossil Homo sapiens, J. C. M. Shaw ( 1928 ) has 

already shown that taurodontism occurs in the fossil Boskop and 

Strandlooper types of South Af rica. The fossil Homo sapiens from 

the upper cave in Choukoutien also is moderately taurodont 

(See Weidenreich, 1937, plate XXXIII, fig. 323). The pulp cavities 
Belleten, C. XIII, F. 15 
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of Wadjak man also are larger than those of modern Europeans 
( See Weidenreich, 1937, plate XXXIII, fig. 316 ). The female of 
the Obercassel man (See Bonnet, 1919, plate XV, fig. 44), on one 
side, exhibits pulp chambers which are probably of a similar size. 
On the other hand, the Galley Hill and Combe Capelle men show 
pulp cavities which, though worn and probably somewhat reduced 
in size, are cynodont. In the literature there are other instances 
of fossil specimens with relatively large pulp chambers, but the 
examples giyen above will suffice to show that a moderate degree 
of taurodontism also occured in at least some of the fossil 
Homo sapiens. 

Conclusion 

In the ancient inhabitants of Anatolia, though the majority 
of the teeth are cynodont, stili a large proportion of them display 
taurodontism of a moderate degree. Taurodontism is also found 
in other Homo sapiens, recent and fossil. 

As it was stated at the beginning of this report, the .old 
hypothesis, that the fossil hominicks possessing taurodontism could 
not represent a stage in the phylogeny of Horrzo sapiens, was 
based on the assumptions that taurodontism did not occ~~ r in 
the Anthropoid apes and in modern mai,. But we now know that 
both of these suppositions are wrong. 

On the other hand, the evidence we possess indicates that 
Homo sapiens is derived from a moderately taurodont ancestor 
and that during the course of evolution of the species the size 
of the pulp chambers have been reduced. But it is evident that 
this process of reduction has not proceeded at an equal pace 
in all the races, as some stili preserve, or have at least till 
recently preserved, traces of a moderate degree of taurodontism. 
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